
______________________________________________________________________________________________

LiTE-HAUS seeks artists based in Berlin to exhibit SQUARE artworks in a group show titled “SQUARE”.

Paintings + Illustration + Prints + Lithographs + Photography + Collage + Assemblage + Sculpture + Textile + AI

SIZE: There is no size limit for this application, but small or medium size works are preferable.

EXHIBITION: SEPTEMBER 26 - OCTOBER 9 (26.09 - 09.10)
VERNISSAGE: THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 26 6PM-9PM (DONNERSTAG 26.09 18:00-21:00)
You are not required to attend the Vernissage or the exhibition.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: AUGUST 2 11PM (02.08 23:00 Uhr)

NOTIFICATION: ACCEPTED ARTISTS will be notified by AUGUST 10 (10.08). We will ONLY notify accepted artists.

REGISTRATION DEADLINE: AUGUST 22 (22.08) Chosen artists must register their selected artworks with additional
required details, and schedule their delivery and pickup.

IN PERSON DELIVERY (2 OPTIONS):
● SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 21 6PM-7PM (SAMSTAG 21.09 18:00-19:00)
● MONDAY SEPTEMBER 23 11AM-7PM (MONTAG 23.09 11:00-19:00)
●

IN PERSON PICK UP (2 OPTIONS):
● THURSDAY OCTOBER 10 11AM-7PM (DONNERSTAG 10.10 11:00-19:00)
● FRIDAY OCTOBER 11 11AM-7PM (FREITAG 11.10 11:00-19:00)

LiTE-HAUS is a non-profit organization (Ad Finem gGmbH). However, this is not a grant-funded exhibition (as of this
moment). Artists co-fund the show with LiTE-HAUS by donations based on the number of artworks and size.
Donations are not required to apply.

DONATION: Artworks up to 70 cm on any side, donate €50 for the first artwork selected, €20 for the second, €10
each additional work accepted. Artworks larger than 70 cm up to maximum 100cm on any side you donate €80 per
artwork, regardless of the number of artworks selected. Measurements must include the frame. Donations for larger
artworks will be determined if selected.

Gallery commission is 20%. The artist's share is 80% of the sale. THINK about that when you price your work later.

Artists cannot choose where the artwork will hang in the gallery rooms. We will install your work and gallery sit.

Prepare a maximum of 10 files as PNG or JPEG. If you do not prepare your files correctly, your submission will not be
reviewed. We do not need to know the name of your work or the price for this application. We will get that
information later if you are accepted. Name your files: LASTNAME_FIRSTNAME_WIDTHxHEIGHT_NUMBER.
(Example: MERKEL_ANGELA_50x40_1). If you submit sculpture please also include DEPTH. Number the files 1 to
10. Measurements must include the frame. Image files must be 600 Pixels height and no larger than 1MB.

Apply here via Google form https://forms.gle/XrVjXb7Kp4CcBMys6
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